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We can now play affordable games of high calibre with 3D graphics and awesome interactivity in the comfort
of our home, taking for granted the little and subtle improvements made to each and every consoles before
becoming what they are today. In a way, the aggressive competition between companies of video game
consoles had churned out the superior features of video gaming to bring to us the excellent quality we see
today. As you shall see below, the evolution of video game consoles is indeed intriguing. Did you know that
there were more than 70 different consoles to date? And did you know that there was a peak era of video
arcade game when Nintendo and Sega were fiercely pitting against each other with their revolutionary
consoles? ChronoZoom ChronoZoom is an educational tool for teachers and students who want to put
historical events in perspective. A great many resources have been created already in ChronoZoom for your
enjoyment and enlightenment. The study of ancient civilizations and people raises some profound questions.
Use of this site signifies your agreement to the terms of use. Or browse by Archive to see examples of films
held in regional archive collections around the UK. Also see the Whitehawk Primary School project: Nixon
Reflects on China Trip Egyptian tomb adventure Please note that unfortunately there is an error in this game.
The part of the game that looks at canopic jars incorrectly states that in an Egyptian burial the jar in the form
of the human-headed god Imsety contains the lungs and the jar in the form of the baboon-headed god Hapy
contains the liver. However, Imsety should contain the liver and Hapy the lungs. If you like this you may also
like The Three Pyramids Can you prepare our high priest for the afterlife before the sun rises? Interactive
History The Stone Age Archeological prehistory,is commonly divided chronologically into distinct periods,
based on the development of tools from stone to bronze and iron, as well as changes in culture and climate that
can be determined from the archeological record; but the boundaries of these periods are uncertain, and the
changes between them gradual. The earliest inhabitants of Britain for whom there is compelling evidence are
bands of hunters living in Southern and Western England during the Hoxnian interglacial about , to , BC.
Ancient Egypt for Kids Back to History Ancient Egypt was one of the greatest and most powerful civilizations
in the history of the world. It lasted for over years from BC to 30 BC.
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You Wouldn't Want to be an Egyptian Mummy! Disgusting things you'd rather not know by David Stewart tells
step-by-step the process of mummifying a body. This book is laid out in a comic type way so that the information is more
Title: "You Wouldn't Want to Be an Egyptian Mummy!

Showing of 7 next show all This book has information about how a mummy was made and what people used
them for around the s. First the dead person gets embalmed ,which means the embalmers take their organs out
of the dead person other than their heart. Then the embalmers incase the organs in four jars other than the
intestines which the embalmer will put in natron a salt mixture for 40 days than place it in a jar. The mummy
will also be placed in natron. After 40 days the mummy gets onion eyes,which is onions painted to look like
eyes, and then stuffed the mummy with rags chaff and sawdust. The mummy also gets perfumed to not stink.
After 70 days the mummy finally gets its burial. This book was disgusting and made its point. It would take a
lot of time,and work to preserve a dead body. Also I would be to lazy to do all that work. I would rather be a
pharaoh,lay around in luxury. The only part I would like in preserving the body is making the jars that hold the
lungs,intestines , the liver and the stomach, the jars are made of wood and painted to make them look like a
Egyptian god. It shares info on what they would do to you once you were dead. If you were poor, sucks for
you. Ok with money, great. Nice coffin and linen wrappings. Some rich tourists bought one and threw it into
the Nile River because it smelled bad! It does share information in some funny ways and if you get grossed
out is on you. I found some interesting things in there. That part I gagged at most. Honestly I think I am a
Fiction Reader at heart. I encourage others to read it but to learn the facts. Not for the gross jacko. They are
some gross readers. They relish the parts that are most disgusting in my eyes. Like the fact you had to save up
your own linen to be mummified. I would recommend this book to anyone who has a children interested in
history.
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Teachers' Information Sheet by Nicky Milsted The book follows a wealthy ancient Egyptian on their last journey - to
eternal life as a mummy.

Chapter 4 : You Wouldn't Want to Be an Egyptian Mummy! : Disgusting Things You'd Rather | eBay
I must day that the making of a mummy is not my favorite subject. I really like this series (I read the You Wouldn't Want
to be a Sumerian Slave by Jaqueline Morley)and the little extra facts and whatnot around the pages.

Chapter 5 : You Wouldn't Want To Be An Egyptian Mummy!
The You Wouldn't Want to series revels in the darker side of life in ancient times. The reader is on center stage as he or
she gets a tour through life as a slave, a warrior, an explorer, or even a mummy!

Chapter 6 : CBC You wouldn't want to be an Egyptian Mummy!
You wouldn't want to be an Egyptian mummy! Introduction Ancient Egypt began about years ago beside the river Nile.
The pharoahs had huge monuments built for them so they would always be remembered.

Chapter 7 : calendrierdelascience.com - You Wouldn't Want To Be An Egyptian Mummy!
Item Description. This lively, interactive series will enthrall young and reluctant readers by making them part of the story,
inviting them to become the main character and revel in the gory, dark, horrific side of life throughout important eras in
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Chapter 8 : You Wouldn't Want to Be an Egyptian Mummy! : David Stewart :
"You Wouldn't Want to be and Egyptian Mummy" instantly became his favorite. This book puts you in the seat of being
the mummy and goes through the steps of you going from dead to becoming a mummy and beyond.

Chapter 9 : You Wouldn't Want to Be an Egyptian Mummy! (Revised Edition) by David Stewart | Scholastic
Did you know Ancient Egyptians used a hooked instrument to pull a dead person's brain out through their nose? Read
this book to find out more disgusting facts about Egyptian mummies. Do you believe there is life after death? The
Ancient Egyptians did, and they followed a complicated process to prepare bodies for the afterlife.
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